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Knit Textile Range NATURAL FIBRES BLENDED 

WITH ROICA™ V550

ROICA™ V550 is the world’s first Cradle To Cradle® 

Gold Standard Certified stretch yarn with the Gold 

Level Material Health Certificate by the 

Cradle-to-Cradle Product Innovation Institute which 

evaluated the yarn's impact on human and 

environmental health. 

STSC is working with ground-breaking textile 

innovators, manufacturers and mills as we develop 

and wholesale to their 1000kg minimums.  To support 

designers businesses of all sizes we also offer low 

100+kg MOQs via STSC CLUB’s Expression of 

Interest. 

CircStretch 



CircStretch 
A premium sustainable stretch yarn that, once discarded, smartly breaks down without releasing harmful substances into 
the environment according to the Hohenstein Environment Compatibility Certification showing it to be 100% non-toxic as 
it breaks down.  

This document includes details on the textiles available in bulk. We are able to develop bespoke textile blends for clients 
ordering 1000+kg. This document also outlines prices plus information on the Order Process for bulk textiles and 
information to come on a new production of Blanks.  

Weaves: Single jersey, pique, rib, interlock.  
Blends. Lenzing’s CarbonNeutral® TENCEL™ Modal lyocell and ECOVERO™ viscose.  GOTS organic cotton or GRS 
certified recycled cotton. 

Learn more about the Order Process

THE COLLECTION + PRICING  
● For more information on CircStretch please refer to the Introduction document.  
● Chemical and Certification Information along with more indepth information regarding our services is issued in our 

Marketing Pack which we send once we commence a job order and after signing an NDA.
● Once we advance to the development stage we will send a full presentation including information on Smart thread 

and composting.
● Its not compulsory for bulk clients to use smart thread and we would need to investigate each location’s ability to 

commercially compost according to our specifications.
● At present the Smart Thread, Circular Textile Waste Service to valorise and commercial composting (if capable) is 

only available to clients purchasing bulk and not via the STSC CLUB, we are working hard to try to offer this to all. 



COSTS. 

MADE TO ORDER COST.
STSC charge a USD$800-$3000 Made to Order Fee, inclusive of development, production, 
administration fees and the first sampling fabric (metres or roll depending on order). 
Bulk fabric will be invoiced as a separate item or invoice. 
Bulk Clients only: Bespoke development fee for orders over 1000kg. This quoted separately & calculated 
on the client’s specifications. 

SMART THREAD AVAILABILITY + COST. 
At present the Smart Thread and CTWS is only available to bulk clients and not via the STSC CLUB.
We are working on how to offer these services to STSC club members in the future. 

CIRCULAR TEXTILE WASTE SERVICE  - Book a Consultation

COMMERCIAL COMPOSTING. Accelerated commercial composting - the Circular Centre is working with Associate Professor 
Oliver Knox of University of New England to conduct an accelerated commercial compost trial to breakdown garments that meet 
ISO/ASO standards.  We currently seek AUD$17,000 to conduct the 6 months testing.

MINIMUM MOQS for bulk orders. 1000 kg. - the number of metres differs depending on the fabric weight.

FREIGHT & TAXES.  Add on freight (air or sea) direct to your manufacturer and any taxes. Clients are responsible for all freight 
cost and import duties and taxes for sampling and bulk orders. Costs may be adjusted for increased volumes or additional 
colours. 



PRICE LISTS + ORDER PROCESS
1. BULK 1000+kg  ORDERS - see Order Process

 
2. 100+ kg ORDERS request to join STSC CLUB for the opportunity to join a bulk order and nominate 100+kg orders via an 

Expression of Interest.  

3. Mini orders - join STSC CLUB plus Facebook Group to create own mini-groups for smaller orders.

We will commence the sale of  CircStretch “blank tees” for bulk buyers of 1000 kg or more, shortly.

Note: Prices for our CircStretch collection are USD and listed from March 2022. Due to market changes along the 

supply chain these prices are indications only and may change. Pricing on some blends are TBC. 

FIRST STEP.
Read, sign & share the 
UN Climate Action Charter 
to help acknowledge & guide you 
& your customers through this 
process with intention.



DYES, THREAD + TRIMS
To ensure that garments made with CircStretch are completely safe 
and reach the highest non-toxic benchmarks in the industry we have 
set our own circular standards for dyes, thread and trims.  

This will ensure all garments are capable of being safely home 
composted plus reach the ISO/ASO standards for commercial 
composting.  We are currently seeking support to test the capability 
to commercially compost end of cycle garments in specialised 
accelerated techniques within 6 months.

To do this we only dye our textiles with Cradle to Cradle Certified®  
or BlueSign® certified dyes.  We can also manage testing and bulk 
dyeing for pure plant based dyes in India. 

Digital printing dyes are AZO Free and will be compost tested. 

THREAD, ELASTIC AND TRIMS. 
We strongly suggest customers to usE TENCEL™ lyocell sewing 
thread, elastic (eg our organic cotton and natural rubber) plus trims; 
buttons, rPET or eco zippers and embellishments are considered 
through circular design principles to be easily removed eg by our 
Circular Textile Waste Service teams plus re-enter a circular stream.





Textile Overview for TENCEL™ MODAL  + ROICA™ V550 

SINGLE JERSEY KNITS

1. LENZING TENCEL™ MODAL  + ROICA™ V550  
Single Jersey. Weight. 180gsm   (1.MOD85SJ180)

2. LENZING TENCEL™ MODAL  + ROICA™ V550
Single Jersey. Weight. 180gsm   (2.MOD95SJ180)

INTERLOCK KNITS

3. LENZING TENCEL™ MODAL  + ROICA™ V550
Interlock Weight. 170gsm   (3.MOD85INT170-DEVB)   also available via STSC CLUB

4. CircActiv (1) - LENZING TENCEL™ MODAL  + ROICA™ V550 
Interlock Weight. 230-240gsm  (4.MOD65INT230-DEVC) also available via STSC CLUB

5. CircActiv (2) - LENZING TENCEL™ MODAL  + ROICA™ V550
Interlock Weight. 280gsm  (5.MOD65INT280-DEVA)



CIRCSTRETCH #1
LENZING TENCEL™ MODAL  + ROICA™ V550  - 180gsm 

Weave. Single Jersey   Weight. 180gsm ( +/-5% )   Width. 160cm   (1.MOD85SJ180)

Dyes. Cradle to Cradle™ (C2C).  Can offer Bluesign and AZO-free dyes that may lower the price.

TEXTILE SUITABLE FOR. Light weight tees and tops, Mens, ladies and childrens underwear and sleepwear.

MOQ 1000 kg. The mill will accept 1000 kg but not lower (1000 kg is approximately 4,000mts)

MOQ 2000 kg + per colour - Price on application

COST. Prices are in USD. Other currencies are approximate and may change following conversion.

USD$12.38 per metre.  USD$45.37 per kg 

Approx EURO  €11.01 per metre.  €40.48 per kg

Approx AUD $ 17.04 per metre.  $62.49 per kg

Development + Sampling roll.

One off fee for fabric development - approximately USD $3000. Price confirmed once we receive Expression of Interest. 

Sampling. 1 roll is included in the development fee.  Metres are based on final weight and blend. *



CIRCSTRETCH #2
LENZING TENCEL™ MODAL  + ROICA™ V550 - 180gsm 

Weave. Single Jersey   Weight. 180gsm ( +/-5% )    Width. 160cm    (2.MOD95SJ180)

Dyes. Cradle to Cradle™ (C2C).  Can offer Bluesign and AZO-free dyes that may lower the price.

TEXTILE SUITABLE FOR. Light-weight tees and tops, Mens, ladies and childrens underwear and sleepwear.

MOQ 1000 kg. The mill will accept 1000 kg but not lower (1000 kg is approximately 4,000mts)

MOQ 2000 kg + per colour - Price on application

COST. Prices are in USD. Other currencies are approximate and may change following conversion.

USD$10.25 per metre.  USD$36.58 per kg 

Approx EURO €9.11 per metre.  €32.64 per kg

Approx AUD $14.11 per meter.  AUD$50.38 per kg

Development + Sampling roll.

One off fee for fabric development - approximately USD $3000. Price confirmed once we receive Expression of Interest. 

Sampling. 1 roll is included in the development fee.  Metres are based on final weight and blend. *



Weave. Interlock construction   Weight. 170gsm ( +/-5% )    Width. 152cm   (3.MOD85INT170-DEVB)  

Dyes. Cradle to Cradle™ (C2C).  Can offer Bluesign and AZO-free dyes that may lower the price.

TEXTILE SUITABLE FOR. This fabric has been developed exclusively for intimates, underwear, tee, Apparel, swimwear.  

Light-weight. Handfeel is very soft, smooth like silk.

MOQ 1000 kg. The mill will accept 1000 kg but not lower (1000 kg is approximately 4,000mts)

MOQ 2000 kg + per colour or greige for digital printing- Price on application

COST. Prices are in USD. Other currencies are approximate and may change following conversion.

USD$12.97 per metre.  USD$55.03 per kg 

Approx EURO €11.57 per metre.  €49.10 per kg

Approx AUD $17.87 per meter.  AUD$75.80 per kg

Development + Sampling roll.  

One off fee for fabric development - approximately USD $3000. Price confirmed once we receive Expression of Interest. 

Sampling. 1 roll is included in the development fee.  Metres are based on final weight and blend.*  ALSO AVAILABLE VIA STSC CLUB

CIRCSTRETCH #3 
LENZING TENCEL™ MODAL  + ROICA™ V550 - 170gsm 



Weave. Interlock construction   Weight. 230 - 240gsm ( +/-5% )    Width. 160cm   (4.MOD65INT230-DEVC)

Dyes. Cradle to Cradle™ (C2C).  Can offer Bluesign and AZO-free dyes that may lower the price.

TEXTILE SUITABLE FOR. This fabric has been developed exclusively for Activewear. non-sheer, super soft.

MOQ 1000 kg. The mill will accept 1000 kg but not lower (1000 kg is approximately 2,700mts)

MOQ 2000 kg+ per colour - Price on application

COST. To be confirmed upon an Expression of Interest. Prices will be quoted in $USD. 

Development + Sampling roll. 

One off fee for fabric development - approximately USD $3000. Price confirmed once we receive Expression of Interest. 

Sampling. 1 roll is included in the development fee.  Metres is based on final weight and blend.

ALSO AVAILABLE VIA STSC CLUB

CIRCSTRETCH #4 CircActiv(1)
LENZING TENCEL™ MODAL  + ROICA™ V550 - 230 - 240gsm



Weave. Interlock construction   Weight. 280gsm ( +/-5% )    Width. 160cm   (5.MOD65INT280-DEVA)

Dyes. Cradle to Cradle™ (C2C).  Can offer Bluesign and AZO-free dyes that may lower the price.

TEXTILE SUITABLE FOR. This fabric has been developed exclusively for Activewear. non-sheer, super soft.

MOQ 1000 kg. The mill will accept 1000 kg but not lower (1000 kg is approximately 2,200mts)

MOQ 2000 kg + per colour - Price on application

COST. Prices are in USD. Other currencies are approximate and may change following conversion.

USD$19.97 per metre.  USD$58.43 per kg 

Approx EURO €17.63 per metre.  €52.14 per kg

Approx AUD $27.21 per meter.  AUD$80.48 per kg

Development + Sampling roll.  

One off fee for fabric development - approximately USD $3000. Price confirmed once we receive Expression of Interest. 

Sampling. 1 roll is included in development fee.  Metres are based on final weight & blend.*

CIRCSTRETCH #5 CircActiv(2)
LENZING TENCEL™ MODAL  + ROICA™ V550 - 280gsm 



Click here to see some samples online

CircStretch 
Blends with
ECOVERO™
VISCOSE

Certifications will be sent along with the Marketing Pack



Textile Overview for ECOVERO™ VISCOSE + ROICA™ V550 

RIB KNIT

6. LENZING ECOVERO™  + ROICA™ V550  - RIB
Variety of rib widths available - thin, medium, thick. Weight.135gsm - 250gsm  (6.EV96RIB250) also available via STSC CLUB

SINGLE JERSEY KNIT

7. LENZING ECOVERO™  + ROICA™ V550  
Single Jersey. Weight. 190gsm   (7.EV95SJ190)

8. LENZING ECOVERO™  + ROICA™ V550  
Single Jersey. Weight. 210gsm   (8.EV95SJ210)



CIRCSTRETCH #6 
LENZING ECOVERO™ + ROICA™ V550  - RIB 
Ranges from 135gsm to 250gsm

Weave. RIB Variety of rib widths available - thin, medium and thick

Weight. Ranges from 135gsm to 250gsm  ( +/-5% )  Width. 160cm (6.EV96RIB250)

Dyes. Cradle to Cradle™ (C2C).  Can offer Bluesign and AZO-free dyes that may lower the price.

MOQ 1000 kg. The mill will accept 1000 kg but not lower (1000 kg is approximately 2,500 - 4,700mts and depends on the fabric weight)

MOQ 2000 kg + per colour - Price on application

COST. To be confirmed upon an Expression of Interest. Prices will be quoted in $USD. 

Development + Sampling roll.

One off fee for fabric development - approximately USD $3000. Price confirmed once we receive Expression of Interest. 

Sampling. 1 roll is included in the development fee.  Metres are based on final weight and blend. *

THIN RIB IN BLACK ALSO AVAILABLE VIA STSC CLUB



CIRCSTRETCH #7
LENZING ECOVERO™ + ROICA™ V550   - 190gsm 

Weave. Single Jersey  Weight. 190gsm  ( +/-5% )  Width. 160cm (7.EV95SJ190)

Dyes. Cradle to Cradle™ (C2C).  Can offer Bluesign and AZO-free dyes that may lower the price.

MOQ 1000 kg. The mill will accept 1000 kg but not lower (1000 kg is approximately 2,500mts)

MOQ 2000 kg + per colour - Price on application

COST. To be confirmed upon an Expression of Interest. Prices will be quoted in $USD. 

Development + Sampling roll.

One off fee for fabric development - approximately USD $3000. Price confirmed once we receive Expression of Interest. 

Sampling. 1 roll is included in the development fee.  Metres are based on final weight and blend. *



CIRCSTRETCH #8
LENZING ECOVERO™ + ROICA™ V550  - 210gsm 

Weave. Single Jersey  Weight. 210gsm  ( +/-5% )  Width. 160cm (7.EV95SJ190)

Dyes. Cradle to Cradle™ (C2C).  Can offer Bluesign and AZO-free dyes that may lower the price.

MOQ 1000 kg. The mill will accept 1000 kg but not lower (1000 kg is approximately 2,500mts)

MOQ 2000 kg + per colour - Price on application

COST. To be confirmed upon an Expression of Interest. Prices will be quoted in $USD. 

Development + Sampling roll.

One off fee for fabric development - approximately USD $3000. Price confirmed once we receive Expression of Interest. 

Sampling. 1 roll is included in the development fee.  Metres are based on final weight and blend. *



CircStretch blends with 
either
GOTS ORGANIC COTTON
or
GRS RECYCLED COTTON



Textile Overview for COTTON  + ROICA™ V550 

SINGLE JERSEY KNIT

9. GRS RECYCLED COTTON  + ROICA™ V550 - Stripe
Single Jersey  - STRIPE  Weight. 160gsm  (9.GRS97SJ160)

10. GOTS ORGANIC COTTON  + ROICA™ V550 - Pique
Pique   Weight. 210gsm  (10.OC95PIQUE210)

11. GOTS ORGANIC COTTON  + ROICA™ V550
Single jersey  Weight. 210gsm  (11.OC91SJ210)

12. GOTS ORGANIC COTTON  + ROICA™ V550 -
Single Jersey. Weight. 280gsm  (12.OC89SJ280)  500KG available now white & black  also available via STSC CLUB

RIB KNIT

13. GOTS ORGANIC COTTON  + ROICA™ V550 - Thin RIB - Melange
Rib Knit. Weight. 230gsm  Variety of rib sizes and widths (13. OC99RIB230)

14. GOTS ORGANIC COTTON  + ROICA™ V550 - Heavy weight RIB
Rib Knit. Weight. 385gsm  Variety of rib sizes and widths (14 OC98RIB385)

CircStretch socks - ORGANIC COTTON + ROICA™ V550

BOTH GOTS AND 
GRS COTTONS CAN 
BE USED. 
WE DO NOT 
RECOMMEND BCI 
COTTON UNLESS 
WE INVESTIGATE A 
SPECIFIC 
SUPPLIER FIRST.



CIRCSTRETCH #9 
GRS RECYCLED COTTON  + ROICA™ V550 - STRIPE - 160gsm 

Weave. Single Jersey - STRIPE   Weight. 160gsm  ( +/-5% )   Width. 160cm    (9.OC95SJ160)

Dyes. Cradle to Cradle™ (C2C).  Can offer Bluesign and AZO-free dyes that may lower the price.

TEXTILE SUITABLE FOR. Light-weight tees, light-weight underwear.

MOQ 1000 kg. The mill will accept 1000 kg but not lower (1000 kg is approximately 4,000 mts)

MOQ 2000 kg + per colour - Price on application

COST. Prices are in USD. Other currencies are approximate and may change following conversion.

USD$9.10 per metre.  USD$31.61 per kg 

Approx EURO €8.12 per metre.  EURO €28.20 per kg

Approx AUD$12.53 per metre.  AUD $43.53 per kg

Development + Sampling roll.

One off fee for fabric development - approximately USD $3000. Price confirmed once we receive Expression of Interest. 

Sampling. 1 roll is included in the development fee.  Metres are based on final weight and blend. *



Weave. Pique  Weight. 210gsm  ( +/-5% )   Width. 160cm (10.OC95PIQUE210)

Dyes. Cradle to Cradle™ (C2C).  Can offer Bluesign and AZO-free dyes that may lower the price.

TEXTILE SUITABLE FOR. Light-weight school uniform shirts.

MOQ 1000 kg. The mill will accept 1000 kg but not lower (1000 kg is approximately 4,000mts)

MOQ 2000 kg + per colour - Price on application

COST. Prices are in USD. Other currencies are approximate and may change following conversion.

USD$9.67 per metre.  USD$33.61 per kg 

Approx EURO €8.60 per metre.  EURO €29.98 per kg

Approx AUD$13.32 per metre.  AUD $46.28 per kg

Development + Sampling roll.

One off fee for fabric development - approximately USD $3000. Price confirmed once we receive Expression of Interest. 

Sampling. 1 roll is included in the development fee.  Metres are based on final weight and blend.*

CIRCSTRETCH #10 
GOT ORGANIC COTTON  + ROICA™ V550 - PIQUE - 210gsm 



Weave. Single Jersey Weight. 210gsm  ( +/-5% )   Width. 160cm (11.OC91SJ210)

Dyes. Cradle to Cradle™ (C2C).  Can offer Bluesign and AZO-free dyes that may lower the price.

TEXTILE SUITABLE FOR. Light-weight school uniform shirts.

MOQ 1000 kg. The mill will accept 1000 kg but not lower (1000 kg is approximately 4,000mts)

MOQ 2000 kg + per colour - Price on application

COST. Prices are in USD. Other currencies are approximate and may change following conversion.

USD$9.67 per metre.  USD$33.61 per kg 

Approx EURO €8.60 per metre.  EURO €29.98 per kg

Approx AUD$13.32 per metre.  AUD $46.28 per kg

Development + Sampling roll.

One off fee for fabric development - approximately USD $3000. Price confirmed once we receive Expression of Interest. 

Sampling. 1 roll is included in the development fee.  Metres are based on final weight and blend.*

CIRCSTRETCH #11 
GOTS ORGANIC COTTON  + ROICA™ V550 - 210gsm 



Weave. Single Jersey   Weight. 280gsm    Width. 160cm (12.OC89SJ280) 

500KG available now white & black with Bluesign dyes  also available via STSC CLUB

Dyes. Cradle to Cradle™ (C2C).  Can offer Bluesign Certified dyes that may lower the price.  

TEXTILE SUITABLE FOR. Heavyweight tees and tops, Mens, ladies and childrens underwear, and loungewear.

MOQ 1000 kg. The mill will accept 1000 kg but not lower (approx = 2.1 metres per kg)

** AVAILABLE NOW 500kg - 244kgs in White & 244kgs in Black with Can offer Bluesign and ZDHC MRSL free Certified dyes.

500kg  in total= 2.1 metres per kg = 1050 metres

COST. Prices are in USD. Other currencies are approximate and may change following conversion.

USD$12.58 per metre x approx 1050 metres.  USD$26.37 per kg 

EURO €22.56 per kg.  Approx AUD $35.58 per kg.  

1. SWATCH  If purchasing 500-1000+kg send an email to purchase a swatch (white)

2. SAMPLE. 4 metres (white available now)

3. Development + Sampling roll. One off fee for fabric development - USD $3000

Plus includes garment sampling 1x roll = 14kg included in the development fee available now.    

CIRCSTRETCH #12 
GOT ORGANIC COTTON  + ROICA™ V550 - 280gsm 



Weave. Rib Knit  Variety of rib sizes and widths Weight. 230gsm    Width. 160cm (13. OC99RIB230)

Dyes. Cradle to Cradle™ (C2C).  Can offer Bluesign and AZO-free dyes that may lower the price.

TEXTILE SUITABLE FOR. Tees, tops, dresses. Super soft and drapes..

MOQ 1000 kg. The mill will accept 1000 kg but not lower. (1000 kg is approximately 2,500mts)

COST. To be confirmed upon an Expression of Interest. Prices will be quoted in $USD. 

Development + Sampling roll.

One off fee for fabric development - approximately USD $3000. Price confirmed once we receive Expression of Interest. 

Sampling. 1 roll is included in the development fee.  Metres are based on final weight and blend. *

CIRCSTRETCH #13 
GOT ORGANIC COTTON  + ROICA™ V550 - thin RIB Melange - 230gsm 



Weave. Rib - heavy-weight Knit  Weight. 380gsm    Width. 160cm (14 OC98RIB385)

Dyes. Cradle to Cradle™ (C2C).  Can offer Bluesign and AZO-free dyes that may lower the price.

TEXTILE SUITABLE FOR. Heavyweight tees, tops, dresses. 

Super soft and drapes well.

MOQ 1000 kg. The mill will accept 1000 kg but not lower. 

(1000 kg is approximately 1,700mts)

COST. To be confirmed upon an Expression of Interest. 

Prices will be quoted in $USD. 

Development + Sampling roll.

One off fee for fabric development - approximately USD $3000. 

Price confirmed once we receive Expression of Interest. 

Sampling. 1 roll is included in the development fee.  

Metres are based on final weight and blend. *

CIRCSTRETCH #14 
GOT ORGANIC COTTON  + ROICA™ V550 - heavy-weight rib - 380gsm 



Construction. Padded toe, sole and heel. Arch rib support. Ribbed leg detail. 

Composition. Organic Cotton Natural Rubber Latex + ROICA™ V550 

(0.02% rPET for toe closure and welt) which can be removed prior to composting and will be tested for 

commercial composting capabilities

Dyes. Cradle to Cradle™ (C2C).  Can offer Bluesign and AZO-free dyes that may lower the price.

MOQ. 100,000 pairs of socks

PRICE. TBC as this is dependent on the logo design. 
Estimate price on a pair of premium mens jacquard sock is: USD $4.42 per pair +  the cost of Smart 
Thread (optional) 

Plus a One off development fee TBC

CircStretch Socks 



1. Email Alison Jose to register your interest in bulk production of CircStretch 1000+ kg.

2. Next step, FILL IN THE TEXTILE ENQUIRY FORM 

3. We send appropriate swatches. Clients can also provide sample swatches and/or TP for new developments.

4. We send an Invoice for Development fees plus 2-5 metres of CircStretch blend for 1st Sampling (note some blends may 

require new milling first).

5. Once the order is confirmed, we will connect you with our Smart Thread partners (optional) plus request a Purchase Order 

to commence production.

6. We send an Invoice for 50% deposit (FOB may be available for orders after 1st order)

7. 2nd Sampling. 1 sample roll (approx 50-80 metres depending on the weight) is milled and sent for approval.

8. Sampling roll is approved or adjusted (2nd/3rd sampling is available and may incur extra cost)

9. Following approval we advance to full production.

10. 3-5 metres is sent from the full production for approval.

11. Following the production approval, we issue a Final invoice for full payment  + freight charges

12. We send our Marketing Pack that includes Certifications and logo information.

13. Textiles are shipped direct from China or India. Check your import duties & taxes.

14. STSC can recommend manufacturers for CMT but we do not manage the production.

ORDER PROCESS FOR 1000+KG. BULK TEXTILES 



Details and Prices still to come.  

GRS RECYCLED COTTON + ROICA V550

 

STAGES FOR ORDERING BLANK TEES.

1. Send enquiry via email -  MOQ is 1000kg  (eg approximate short sleeve 6000 tee’s)

2. STSC will send an NDA to sign plus quote estimate.  

3. STSC will send the appropriate Blank TEE sample with a return envelope to send back with decision whether to proceed. 

4. Client issues a Purchase Order to commence production.

5. STSC issues Invoice & payment 50% deposit.

6. Completion of manufacturing. Final invoice for full payment  + freight charges if applicable

7. Blanks are shipped direct from China or India to your nominated destination. Check your import duties & taxes.

           SMART THREAD. Can be added to your Blank Tees

BLANK TEES - ORDERS + PAYMENT



Clients can book a one-on-one consulting session to help you create a foundation and strategic pathway to implement circular design 

systems for businesses who use textiles to manufacture fashion, uniforms, accessories and products, whether you are at concept 

stage or intending to pivot existing manufacturing and end-of-life systems.  

SESSIONS

Consults are either in person or online, with an individual or your entire team. Session One is 2 hours. See details and Book in for a 

Session after filling in the Q&A. We highly recommend a second session of 1-2 hours for questions and follow ups. Cost for Session 

One is AUD$250 +GST.  Send a Request to receive the Q&A and Invoice.  

SESSIONS ARE CONDUCTED BY

Alison Jose, Director of STSC and the Circular Centre and/or 

Ginia Chu, Textile Development and Production Specialist of STSC.

Once we learn more about your goals from your Q&A form we will arrange a meeting for you with one or both of our consultants. 

CIRCULAR DESIGN CONSULTATION.
HELPING BUSINESSES TO IMPLEMENT A HOLISTIC CIRCULAR ECONOMY SYSTEM



Only by using a fully compostable 
stretch textile will we be able to 
“do good, and not just less bad”

Alison Jose, Director

M. 0414 289 778

info@circularcentre.com.au
www.circularcentre.com.au


